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Learning Objectives Year 2 

Week beginning: 5.7.21 

Summer Term 2021  

If your child is isolating this week and is well enough to work, the grid below gives you an overview of the schoolwork they will need to complete to ensure they don’t 
miss any learning. Resources to accompany the lessons below can be emailed directly to you or printed for you to collect. To request resources, ring the main school 
office or email the year group (Tapestry message for Early Years).  
 
As during the lockdown in January/February, you can contact the class teachers via email and send work in. Staff will check the year group email once a day. 
 
 Objectives  Year 2 

Maths  L.O- I can compare mass. 
L.O- I can measure mass in grams. 
L.O- I can measure mass in grams. 
L.O- I can measure mass in kilograms. 
L.O- I can compare volume. 
 
 
 

Reading   This week’s resource pack will include reading comprehensions.  To request these please contact the school office and this can either be 
emailed out to you or collected from school. 

Writing  L.O- I can box up the opening of a story. 
L.O- I can develop a story opening- The bear and the piano. 
LO – I can write a description- a forest. 
L.O- I can describe a character- Hector. 
L.O- I can write a paragraph about myself. 
 
 
Grammar Hammer  
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Spellings   
money     parents      should        would        could        anywhere         everywhere       both        plant        because 
 

Phonics Recap phase 5- alternative spellings 
 

Poem of the week Rabbit- Michaela Morgan 

 

Thumb licker 

Bowl kicker 

Nose twitcher 

Scratch scritcher 

Carrot cruncher 

Lettuce muncher 

Straw robber 

Tail bobber 

Rabbit  
  
 

PE Sports day races 
Cricket coach 

Science L.O- I can make observations on the growth of our seeds and bulbs. 
L.O- I can record my observations using drawings/writing. 
 

PSHE How not everything we see online is true or trustworthy and that people can pretend to be someone else. 
How to tell a trusted adult if they are worried or come across something that scares or concerns them.  
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Art To create a picture using collage and frottage. 
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